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ABSTRACT 
 

In the two-server a key password-authenticated exchange (PAKE) protocol, a sender divides its password and 

stores into two shares of its association in the two servers, individually, and the two servers then progressing to 

authenticate the client without memorising the password of the client. And In case one server is distrusted by 

an opponent, the password of the user is asked to endure strong. The author introduces two compilers that 

transform any two-party PAKE protocol to a two-server PAKE protocol by the identity-based cryptography, 

called ID2S PAKE protocol. By the compilers, we can assemble ID2S PAKE protocols which achieve understood 

authentication. As long as the underlying two-party PAKE protocol and identity-based encryption or signature 

system have provable protection without casual oracles, the ID2S PAKE protocols constructed by the compilers 

can be proven to be secure without random oracles. Associated with the Katz et al.'s two-server PAKE protocol 

with provable security without random oracles, our ID2S PAKE protocol can save from 22% to 66% of 

computation in each server. 

Keywords : Password-authenticated key exchange, identity-based encryption and signature, Diffie-Hellman 

key exchange, decisional Diffie-Hellman problem 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

To secure conversations between two parties, an 

authenticated encryption key is required to agree 

on in advance. So far, two prototypes have existed 

for authenticated key exchange. One model 

assumes that. 

 

Two parties already share some 

cryptographically-strong information: either a 

secret key which can manage for 

encryption/authentication of communications or 

a public key and which can use for 

encryption/signing of information. And These 

keys are infrequent and hard to remember. In 

practice, a user keeps his keys in a particular 

device protected by a password/PIN. An Another 

example assumes that users, without the help of 

own devices, are only intelligent of saving 

"human-memorable" passwords.  

 

Bellovin and Merritt [4] were the first to propose 

password-based authenticated key exchange 

(PAKE), where two individuals, based only on 

their experience of a password, establish a 

cryptographic key by exchange of 

communications. A PAKE protocol has to be 

resistant to on-line and off-line dictionary attacks. 

In an off-line dictionary attack, an opponent 

exhaustively tries all reasonable passwords in a 

dictionary to discover the password of the client 

by the exchanged messages. In the online 
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dictionary attack, an adversary attempts merely 

to log in repeatedly, trying each possible 

password. By cryptographic means only, none of 

PAKE protocols can prevent on-line dictionary 

attacks. But online attacks can be stopped merely 

by setting a threshold to the number of login 

attempts failed. 

 

Since Bellovin and Merritt [4] introduced the idea 

of PAKE, numerous PAKE protocols are proposed. 

In common, there exist two characters of PAKE 

settings, one believes that the password of the 

client stored on a single server and another thinks 

that the password of the client distributed in 

multiple servers. 

PAKE protocols in the single-server setting can 

be classified into three categories as follows. 

Password-only PAKE: Typical examples are the 

"encrypted key exchange" (EKE) protocols given 

by Bellovin and Merritt [4], where two parties, 

which share a password, interchange messages 

encrypted by the password and organise a secret 

community key. The formal model of security for 

PAKE was firstly given in [3], [8]. Based on the 

security model, PAKEprotocols [1], [2], [5], [10], 

[11], [16], [20], [22] have been intended and 

proved to be secure. 

PKI-based PAKE: PKI-based PAKE protocol was 

beginning given by Gong et al. [17], where the 

client stores the server's public key, also, to 

distributing a password with the server. Halevi 

and Krawczyk [18] were the first to provide 

formal descriptions and rigorous proofs of 

security for PKI-based PAKE. 

ID-based PAKE: ID-based PAKE protocols 

remained proposed by Yi et al. [32], [33], where 

the client needs to distinguish a password in 

addition to the identity of the server, whereas the 

server keeps the password in developing to a 

private key related to its status. ID-based PAKE 

can be considered as a trade-off between 

password-only and PKI-based PAKE. 

Threshold PAKE: The first PKI-based threshold 

PAKE protocol was given by Ford and Kaliski 

[15], where n servers, sharing the password of the 

client, support to authenticate the client and 

establish autonomous gathering keys with the 

client. As long as n − 1 or fewer servers are 

depreciated, their protocol remains secure. Jablon 

[19] gave a contract with similar functionality in 

the password-only setting. MacKenzie et al. 

proposed a PKI-based threshold PAKE protocol 

which requires only t out of n servers to 

cooperate to authenticate the client. Their 

contract continues secure as long as t − 1 or some 

servers are compromised. Di Raimondo and 

Gennaro [26] suggested a password-only 

threshold PAKE protocol which requires fewer 

than 1/3 of the servers to compromise. 

Two-server PAKE: Two-server PKI-based PAKE 

was first given by Brainard [9], where two servers 

connect to authenticate the client, and the 

password resides securely if one server is 

compromised. A variant of the protocol was later 

proved to be secure in [27]. A two-server 

password-only PAKE protocol was given by Katz 

et al. [23], in which two servers symmetrically 

provide to the authentication of the client. The 

protocol in the server side can run in parallel. 

Effective protocols [21], [29], [30], [31] were later 

proposed, where the front-end server 

authenticates the client with the help of the 

back-end server and only the front-end server 

secures a session key with the client. These 

protocols are asymmetric in the server side and 

have to run in continuity. Yi et al. gave 

asymmetric resolution [34] which is even more 

effective than asymmetric protocols [21], [29], 
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[30], [31]. Recently, Yi et al. constructed an ID2S 

PAKE protocol with the identity-based 

encryption system (IBE) [35]. 

 

II. DEFINITIONS 

 

A formal model of security for two-server PAKE 

was given by Katz et al. [3] (in light of the 

MacKenzie et al.'s. show for PKI-based PAKE [4]). 

Boneh and Franklin [7] characterised picked 

ciphertext security for IBE under picked 

personality assault. And the Consolidating the 

two models, a model for ID2S PAKEprotocol was 

given in [35] and can be portrayed as takes after.  

Members, Initialization and Passwords. An ID2S 

PAKE convention includes three sorts of 

convention members: (1) An arrangement of 

customers (indicated as Client), every one of 

which demands administrations from servers on 

the system (2). A method of servers (meant as 

Server), every one of which gives administrations 

to customers on the system; (3) A gathering of 

Private Key Generators (PKGs), which produce 

bright parameters and relating private keys for 

servers.  

We accept that Client Server Triple is the 

arrangement of triples of the customer and two 

servers, where the customer is approved to utilise 

administrations gave by the two servers, Client T 

Server = ∅, User = Client S Server, any PKG 6∈ 

User, and ClientServerTriple ⊆ Client × Server × 

Server.  

Before any execution of the convention, we 

expect that an introduction stage happens. Amid 

introduction, the PKGs collaborate to produce 

clear parameters for the agreement, which are 

accessible to all members, and private keys for 

servers, which are given to the fitting servers. 

The client may keep general society parameter in 

an individual gadget, for example, a shrewd card 

or a USB streak drive. At the point when the 

PKGs create the private key for a server, each 

PKG produces and sends a secret key segment to 

the server utilising a safe channel. The server at 

that point determines its private key by joining 

all individual key parts from all PKGs. We accept 

that no less than one of PKGs is straightforward 

to take after the convention. Like this, the private 

key of the server is known to the server as it were.  

For any triple (C, A, B) ∈ ClientServerTriple, we 

expect that the customer C picks its secret key 

PwC autonomously and consistently. And at 

irregular from a "word reference" D = {pw1, pw2, 

pwN } of size N, where D ⊂ Zq, N is a settled 

steady which is free of any security parameter, 

and q is an expansive prime. The secret word is 

then part of two offers PwC, An and PwC, B and 

put away at the two servers A and B, separately, 

for verification. We expect that the two servers 

never conspire to decide the secret word of the 

customer. The customer C needs to recall PWC to 

sign into the servers A and B. 

 

III. ID2S PAKE PROTOCOLS 

 

In this section, we present two compilers 

transforming any two-party PAKE protocol P to 

an ID2S PAKE protocol P0 with identity-based 

cryptography. The first compiler is built on 

identity-based signature (IBS) and the second 

compiler is based on identity-based encryption 

(IBE). 

3.1 ID2S PAKE Based on IBS 

3.1.1 Protocol Description 

We require a character based mark plot (IBS) as 

our cryptographic building piece. An abnormal 

state depiction of our compiler is given in Fig. 1, 

in which the customer C and two servers A and B 
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build up two verified keys, separately. On the off 

chance that we expel verification components 

from our compiler, our key trade convention is 

the Diffie-Hellman key trade convention [14]. 

We introduce the assembly by portraying 

introduction and execution. 

 

Initialization. Given a security parameter k ∈ N 

(the arrangement of all regular number) the 

introduction incorporates:  

 

Parameter Generation: On input k, (1) m PKGs 

participate in the running setup of the two-party 

PAKE convention P to create framework 

parameters, signified as params. (2) m PKGs join 

to run SetupIBS of the IBS plan to produce clear 

framework parameters for the IBS conspire, 

signified as paramsIBS (counting a subgroup G of 

the added substance gathering of purposes of an 

elliptic bend), and the mystery ace key IBS. (3) M 

PKGs pick open key encryption to conspire E, e.g., 

[13], whose plaintext gather is a substantial cyclic 

gathering G with an original request question and 

answer generator g and select two hash capacities, 

H1: {0, 1} ∗ → Z ∗ n. Where n is the request of G, 

and H2: {0, 1} ∗ → Z∗q, from an impact-safe hash 

family. The general population framework 

parameters for the convention P0 is params = 

params, IBS, E S{(G, q, g),(H1, H2)} and the PKGs 

subtly share the mystery ace key IBS in a way 

that any coalition of PKGs can't decide ace key 

IBS as long as one of the PKGs is straightforward 

to take after the convention. 

 

IV. PROOF OF SECURITY 

 

Based on the security model defined in Section 2, 

we provide rigorous evidence of security for our 

compilers in this section. 

4.1 Security of ID2S PAKE Protocol Based on IBE 

 

Hypothesis 2. Expecting that (1) the personality 

based encryption (IBE) conspire secure against 

the picked ciphertext assault; (2) people in crucial 

general encryption plot E is ensured against the 

picked ciphertext assault; (3). The decisional 

Diffie-Hellman issue is hard finished (G, g, q); (4) 

the convention P is a protected two-party PAKE 

convention with express validation; (5) H1, H2 

are impacted safe hash capacities. And at that 

point the convention P0 represented in Fig. 2 is a 

protected ID2S PAKE convention as indicated by 

Definition 1. 

 

Proof. Given a foe An assaulting the convention, 

a test system S runs the assembly for A. As a 

matter of first importance. The test system S 

introduces the framework by producing params = 

params, IBE, E S{(G, G, n),(G, q, g),(H1, H2)} and 

the mystery ace key IBE. Next, Client, Server, and 

ClientServerTriple sets are resolved. Passwords 

for customers are picked aimlessly, and part, and 

afterwards put away at comparing servers. Private 

keys for servers are figured utilising expert 

keyIBE.  

 

The general population data is given to the enemy. 

Considering (C, A, B) ∈ ClinetServerTriple. We 

expect that the foe A picks the server B to be 

degenerate and the test system S gives the foe A 

the data held by the debased server B. And 

including the private key of the server B, i.e., dB. 

And one offer of the watchword of the customer 

C, G PwC, B and gpw∗ C, B. In the wake of 

registering the fitting response to any prophet 

inquiry. The test system S gives the foe A the 

interior condition of the undermined server B 

engaged with the question. 
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We view the adversary's queries to its Send 

oracles as queries to four different oracles as 

follows: 

 

— Send(C, I, A, B) represents a request, for 

instance, Ci of client C to initiate the protocol. 

The output of this query is msg1 = HC, Wc, pk, 

Eai and msg2 = HC, Wc, pk, Ebi. 

— Send(A, j, C, msg1) represents sending message 

msg1 to instance Aj of the server A. The output of 

this query is either msgA = hA, Wa, E1i or ⊥. 

— Send(C, I, A, B, msgA|msgB) represents 

sending the message msgA|msgB to instance Ci of 

the client C. The output is either acci C = TRUE 

or ⊥. 

— SendP (A, j, B, M) represents sending message 

M to instance Aj of the server A, supposedly by 

the server B, in the two-party PAKE protocol P. 

The input and output of this query depend on the 

protocol P.  

 

We refer to the real execution of the experiment, 

as described above, as P0. 

 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 

The productivity of the accumulated conventions 

utilising our compilers relies upon 

implementation of the hidden conventions. In 

our IBS-based meeting, on the off chance that we 

employ the KOY two-party PAKE convention [2], 

the Paterson et al's. IBS plot [5] and the Cramer-

Shoup open key encryption conspire [13] as 

cryptographic building hinders, the execution of 

our IBS-based convention can appear in TABLE 1. 

In our IBE-based conference, on the off chance 

that we utilise the KOY two-party PAKE 

convention [12], the Waters IBE conspire [8], and 

the Cramer Shoup open key encryption plot [13] 

as cryptographic building hinders, the execution 

of our IBE-based convention can likewise appear 

in TABLE 1. Additionally, we contrast our 

agreements and the Katz et al. two-server PAKE 

convention (secure against the dynamic enemy).  

Int Exp.,exp. Sign. Furthermore, Pair of 

calculation speaks to the calculation complexities 

of measured exponentiation over an elliptic bend, 

particular exponentiation over Zp, a marked age 

and a matching, separately, and Exp., exp. What's 

more, Sign? In correspondence means the 

measure of the modulus and the extent of the 

mark, and KOY remains for the calculation or 

correspondence many-sided quality of the KOY 

convention.  

 

In Different tasks are registered in various 

conventions. For instance, some secluded 

exponentiations in our meetings are over an 

elliptic bend gathering, while the particular 

exponentiations in the Katz et al's. The 

convention is over Zp as it were. Our conventions 

need to process pairings while the Katz et al's. 

The protocol does not. To additionally analyse 

their execution, we actualise our two conferences.  

To understand the measured exponentiation Gx 

over an elliptic bend bunch G and the matching 

guide e: G × G → GT in our conventions, we 

construct our usage over the PBC blending based 

cryptography library1, while the multiplicative 

gathering over the prime whole number p 

depends on the GNU MP library2. Additionally, 

the elliptic bend we utilise is the  A512 ECC in 

which the initial two gatherings are the same, i.e., 

unbalanced blending. Another library insert TLS3 

is embraced because of the summons of AES and 

SHA-512 for the one time signature in KOY. 

Every one of the examinations was led in Ubuntu 

14.04 running on a PC outfitted with an Intel i7-
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4770HQ CPU and 16 GBytes of memory. While 

executing our conventions, we additionally 

performed advancement when appropriate. For 

instance, we process the Waters' hash work by 

parallel calculation.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The author shows two productive compilers to 

change any two-party PAKE convention to an 

ID2S PAKE convention with character-based 

cryptography. Also, we have given thorough 

evidence of security for our compilers without an 

arbitrary prophet. Our compilers are specifically 

appropriate for the utilisation of secret word 

based confirmation where a personality based 

framework has officially settled. Our future work 

is to build a character based numerous server 

PAKE convention with any two-party PAKE 

convention. 
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